Scientific bulletin ISSUES OF ARMAMENT TECHNOLOGY – ISSN No 1230-3001 has been published by the Military Institute of Armament Technology since 1960. IAT bulletin is a forum for presentation original results of scientific research and development work on armament technology covering such domains as the design and use of machines, electronics, electro-technique, IT, mechanics, automatics, robotics, material engineering, chemical technology, techniques of navigation and some issues of mathematics, physics and chemistry. The bulletin deals with wide aspects of scientific, technical, technological and service issues in following categories:

– Gunnery
– Small arms
– Missiles and rockets
– Radar and rocket systems
– Explosive ordnance
– Material engineering
– Dynamic tests of weapon systems
– Training & practising systems of weapon systems
– Command systems
– The use of weapon systems
– Modelling technical – logistic – organisation processes
– Quality assurance management for armament systems and ordnance inventories
– Issues of providing secure infrastructure and defence against terrorism.

The scientific bulletin ‘Issues of Armament Technology’ is indexed in the data base ‘The Polish Technical Magazines’ BazTech (http://baztech.icm.edu.pl) and Index Copernicus Journal Master List.

Paper reviewing procedure

Authors agree the papers sent to be published in bulletin Issues of Armament Technology become subject of reviewing procedure. In the first step the papers are evaluated by the editorial team and then by at least two reviewers. The reviewers are selected by the editorial team secretary after consultancies with the subject editors. Selection of reviewers is in line with the rule that they have to be independent and objective specialists possessing comprehensive knowledge on the paper’s subject. The papers are reviewed by keeping the mutual anonymity of authors and reviewers. A preferred way of review is included in a review form that is supplied by the reviewer to editors. The reviewers are bound not to use the knowledge about the reviewed paper before its publishing.

The main author is informed about the results of the review without the reviewer’s personal information. The papers with positive reviews are designated for publishing. In the case there are comments of reviewers resulting in a necessity of changes the correspondence with the author is secured by editors. It is possible to prepare a new review if introduced changes are extensive or to call a new reviewer. The final qualification for publishing is made by the editor-in-chief.

The editor-in-chief may refuse the publishing of a paper if:

- The paper obtained negative reviews
- The author refuses to make amendments proposed by a reviewer or the editor
- The paper’s subject is not in line with bulletin Issues of Armament Technology
- The text submitted to editors does not meet technical requirements for the paper included in guidelines for the authors
- The paper has been already published
- Text of the paper contravenes the binding legal regulations (protection of classified information, authorship rights, etc.).

Guidelines for Authors Submitting the Papers to be Published in the Bulletin
I. General information

We accept original papers prepared in Polish or English language in the printed form (A4) and in electronic version on MS Word in formats doc or docx that have not been published yet. To the materials shall be attached the Declaration of the main author (Annex No 1) with the information about former presentation of materials included in the paper and the contribution of particular authors into the preparation of the publication, and the Statement (Annex No 2) about transferring the property authorship rights for the publication in favour of the Publisher i.e. the Military Institute of Armament Technology. (The aim of submitted declaration is to counter the ‘ghost writing’ and ‘guest authorship’. The ‘ghost writing’ case is when a person has an essential contribution into a paper but is not included in the list of authors or in the paper’s acknowledgements. The ‘guest authorship’ or ‘honorary authorship’ is when notwithstanding artificial or minimal contribution the author is included on the list of paper’s authors. These two cases are unacceptable in the practice of scientific society and all cases shall be mercilessly revealed and the relevant employers of such authors shall be informed.

The paper (A4 one side printed page + electronic record) has to be sent to editor’s address:

Editor of „Issues of Armament Technology”
Military Institute of Armament Technology
7 Wyszyński St.
05-220 Zielonka, Poland

It is possible to send electronic version by email to: oniw@witu.mil.pl

The editor reserves the right for correcting texts and rejecting some papers. Every text shall be subjected to the process of reviewing. Any text that is not in compliance with technical requirement will be rejected before the reviewing.

II. Technical requirements

1. Structure of the paper:
   – First and second name of the author/authors, name of institution
   – Title and abstract and key words in Polish language
   – Title and abstract and key words in English language
   – Text with figures, tables and pictures
   – List of literature
   – Information concerning sponsors or funds relating to preparation of the paper.

2. Text formatting information (see – The scheme of the paper)

Page settings – size of the page A4, vertical orientation, margins: left, right – 2.5 cm, top – 2.0 cm, bottom – 3.0 cm, heading – 1.25 cm, foot – 1.8 cm.

Authors – titles, first and second names, names of institution have to be placed under the title in the centre of text.
Abstract – in Polish and English and volume of words between 100 to 150 representing the essence of the paper.

Key words – 3 to 7 words describing the subject in Polish and English

Text – the text maximum volume is 10 pages of A4 size and it has to be prepared by Times New Roman characters with a size changing according to the guidelines of the paper’s scheme and space between lines equal to 1. Text has to be adjusted with the tabulator setting 0.75. Titles of chapters and sub-chapters have to be numbered by using Arabic digits and other listings have to use pointing marks. The figures, tables and pictures have to be numbered in succession (Figure 1, Table 1, Picture 1) and placed in the part of a text to what they refer to. The figures and photographs have to include only markings made by digital symbols and their meanings have to be explained on the captions of the figures or photographs. Captions under the figures and pictures have to be centred and titles placed on the top of tables have to be adjusted to the left. Maths formula and equations have to be edited in Microsoft Equation with the numeration in round brackets (1).

List of literature - (Literature) has to be given at the end of chapters. Each item has to be numbered in succession in square brackets (including the references in the text).

Example:
[1] Name., Title of the paper, Name of the magazine, Number of page(s), Place of publication, Date of publication
[2] Name, Title of the book, Editor, Place of edition, Date of edition
[3] Name, Title of proceedings, Title of edition e.g. X... Y... Conference Proceedings, page, Place of edition, Year of edition
[5] PN-EN ------ : year, Name of the standard

Any information concerning the funding of a project that resulted in preparation of the paper and other important data – the information has to be put in *italics* at the end of the text under the list of literature in the centred form.
SCHEME OF THE PAPER

Jan KOWALSKI, D. Sc. *, 10 pts
Lt. Col. Tadeusz WOLSKI, M. Sc. **, 10 pts
* Military Institute of Armament Technology, 10 pts
** Military University of Technology, 10 pts

TITLE OF PAPER IN POLISH - TIMES NEW ROMAN 14 PTS BOLD

Abstract: 100 –150 words; characters Times New Roman with the size 11 pts; text adjusted without shifts.

Key words: scheme, paper, Polish language, minimum three words 11 pts

TITLE OF PAPER IN ENGLISH - TIMES NEW ROMAN 14 PTS BOLD

Abstract: Abstract in English, Times New Roman type, 11 pts, equalised, without new paragraph

Keywords: pattern, paper, English language, three words minimum, 11 pts

1. Introduction

Text of the paper has to be put in Times New Roman with the size according to below guidelines.

1.1 The guidelines:

Author and institution: 10 pts

TITLES OF THE PAPER: 14 pts (Bold)

Abstract: 11 pts (Bold), text of the abstract 11 pts normal
Key words: 11 pts

Titles of chapters: 14 pts (Bold)
Titles of subchapters: 12 pts (Bold)

Text of paper: 12 pts

Captions under pictures and graphs 11 pts (Bold) centred

2. Margins

Left, right - 2,5 cm, top – 2 cm, bottom – 3 cm, heading – 1,25 cm, foot - 1,8 cm

3. Text

Text adjusted, single interline, tabulator 0.75. Math formula and equations prepared in Microsoft Equation.
**Literature**

*Space 1x10 pts*

Example:

[1] Name., *Title of the paper*, *Name of the magazine*, Number of page(s), Place of publication, Date of publication


[3] Name, *Title of proceedings*, *Title of edition e.g. X... Y... Conference Proceedings*, page, Place of edition, Year of edition

[4] [http://www.----------](http://www.----------), date of data acquisition

[5] PN-EN ------ : year, Name of the standard

*Any information concerning the funding of a project that resulted in the paper and other important data.*
DECLARATION OF THE MAIN AUTHOR

Presenting for publishing in the bulletin ‘Issues of Armament Technology’ a paper entitled:

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

1. Name of the main author ............................................................................................
Contact information ...........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

2. I declare that the paper I have presented for the publication in the bulletin ‘Issues of Armament Technology’ has never been published in any magazine.
The paper was / was not* presented at the public forum (conference, etc.).
Name of the event .............................................................................................................
Place ......................................................... Date .........................................................

3. I declare that the following co-authors have contributed some parts of work into preparation of the paper:
a/ Name of co-author, institution ..................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
Parts of contributed work (e.g. author of a concept, specifications, method, tests, analysis of results, etc.)
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
What amounts ............. % of the contribution into the paper.
b/ Name of co-author, institution ..................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
Parts of contributed work (e.g. author of a concept, specifications, method, tests, analysis of results, etc.)
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
What amounts ............. % of the contribution into the paper.

........................................................................................................................................
Date, Main author’s signature

Notes:
1/ * Delete unnecessary
2/ Add next sub-points at greater number of co-authors.
Annex 2

Surname, name ...........................................................................
ID Number ...........................................................................
Staying address ...........................................................................
..............................................................................................

Statement

As the author of the paper titled: ..........................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................

To be published in the bulletin “Issues of Armament Technology” and declared contribution in its preparation that is indicated in annex No 1, I hereby declare that:

1. I have the exclusive and unlimited authorship (ownership and property) rights to the work
2. The work is not charged by any claims and other rights of third parties
3. The work has been performed personally by myself
4. I transfer into the Publisher, the Military Institute of Armament Technology, complete property rights to the work, including the right for using and disposing the work in the whole or partly, and as a separate work or together with other works of other authors, within the whole protection period for authorship property rights of the work in the country and abroad and on the following areas of use:
   a) Recording the work on the memory of computers, including these with functions of servers
   b) Copying the work without any quantity limits, by printing technique, in computer memory, and in multimedia networks, including Internet and Intranet, and especially on-line, and also by computer printing on every type of the information carrier that is known on the date of signing this statement
   c) Publishing the work without any quantity limits, separately or in the frame of collective works, and especially through putting into the trade the original or copies on which the work or its parts were recorded (especially recorded by techniques mentioned in clause a) including the forms of books (printed), printed works, on every type of the information carrier that is known on the date of signing this statement
   d) Disclosing, including transfer by multi-media nets, especially Internet and Intranet and on-line, in the frame of desired communication including the public disclosure in such a way that everyone could have an access to the work or its part in any place and time anyone has decided.
5. Basing on article 21 pos. 21 of the law about the authorship and connected rights the Author resigns from the agency to organise the collective governing on authorship rights for using the work publicly in such a way that everyone could have an access to the work or its part in any place and time anyone has decided.
6. The transfer of property authorship rights from the Author to the Buyer is made in free of charge way. The author has no rights for any remuneration for the using the work by the Buyer on the areas mentioned in clause 4.

..............................................................................................

date, signature